The local time variations of particle distributions, which can be produced by the sudden enhancement of a cross-tail ele•ctric field, are examined by using adiabatic theory. The strong coupling between acceleration, inward motion, and east-west drift is emphasized. The model is used to interpret recent measurements of delay times of newly accelerated electrons at different local times at geostationary orbit. Observations of the asymmetric storm time 'ring current' are interpreted in terms of the model without invoking particle loss. [1970]. Most of this previous work has tended to consider only individual particle orbits or to base conclusions about particle distributions on simplified arguments where particles are assumed. to move only in a meridian or only in longitude. In this paper we emphasize that acceleration, inward motion, and east-west drift are strongly coupled processes in many instances, and we describe qualitatively time dependent changes in distribution function and particle flux expected in simple models of the substorm process.
During substorms an electric field corresponding to a potential drop of 50-100 kV is thought to exist across the magnetosphere on time scales of an hour. Although time dependent changes in the magnetic field strength and orientation also occur, we will work primarily with a time independent magnetic field, concentrating on those features of substorm particle injection that can be explained by an increase or a switching-on of steady convection. We will stress the variation of these features with local time, and our prime concern will be to make clear what can be explained by such a simple model. ß
In the next section we review adiabatic orbit theory and the implications of the Liouvil!e theorem, and we then discus s qualitatively the consequences of a sudden enhancement of the convection electric field, outlining the expected changes of both the magnitude and the pitch angle distribution of energetic particle flux. In the section on applications the calculatiofis are used to interpret experimentally measured 
LIOUVILLE THEOREM AND PARTICLE MOTION
In this section we examine theoretically the spatial and temporal variations of particle flux produced by convection and changes in convection in the magnetosphere. The Liouville theorem leads one to expect that in a steady state the distribution function (and hence the particle flux) contours will be ordered by the particle orbits. If we restrict our interest to the near-tail and dipolar regions of the earth, we can expect the distribution to be well ordered in the equatorial plane by the L parameter. In fact, the details of the geometrical assumptions made (i.e., local axisymmetry) do not affect the general qualitative results that we emphasize here. When particle momentum, kinetic energy, and pitch angle are designated as p, W, and a, respectively, ,the differential particle fluxj (experimentally observed) and the distribution function f (more convenient mathematically) are related by f(r, p, t) =/(r, W, a, t)p -•'
The distribution function is normalized over phase space, i.e., dSpdSr. We shall regard f as .a function of ta (the magnetic 
where V• is the potential at the initial particle position. A particle orbit is now determined quite explicitly, and Figure 1 demonstrates qualitatively a drift orbit in the equatorial plane in the near tail. Since wd is energy dependent (and also pitch angle dependent--but more of that later), the orbit becomes more and more azimuthal as the particle moves in from the tail (a nonlinear effect). Figure 2 shows schematically the motion in energy, L, and qb. It must be emphasized that (3), (5), and (6) determine the particle behavior with time completely. In particular, since W + q V is a constant of the motion (equation (6)), a particle does not gain energy without moving in azimuth, and its change in el•ergy is explicitly related to the L shell change (equation (5)). This analysis of the particle trajectories together with (1) and (2) provides a complete description of the time dependence of the particle flux for various models of the initial distribution and of the cross-tail electric field.
In the following subsections we describe the flux changes produced by a sudden change in the convection rate in the magnetosphere. Prior to the sudden change we assume that the magnetosphere can be represented by a system in steady state in which the distorted dipole field contains a hot plasma with weak spatial gradients except at a number of boundaries where strong loss processes occur. The effects of interest here are produced neither by local acceleration nor by injection and subsequent drift, for these processes are not separable. It will be shown, for example, that a simple cross-tail field imparts the largest motion inward in L to particles near midnight. As a result of the Liouville theorem, however, as time progresses, the largest enhancement of the flux of particles in a specified energy range is found at local times, which are displaced from midnight with a dependence on energy proportional to the angular magnetic drift. Continual acceleration takes place as the particles drift, and so provided that the electric field is not switched off and losses are small, the peak flux at a fixed enhancements on the night side. Initially, they would be found near noon, subsequently exhibiting dispersion as a function of energy, similar to that described for enhancements on the night side.
Pitch angie distributions in the near tail. As we have noted previo,usly, orbits and thus also particle acceleration are pitch angle dependent. Consequently, anisotropic pitch angle distributions can develop under convection. We illustrate this by an extreme case in which we approximate the near magnetotail by a magnetic field that has V.B -0 in the equatorial plane, an idealized representation of regions in which spacecraft magnetometers indicate only weak antisolar gradients. The curvature of field lines threading this region should be large, and well away from the equator, magnetic field gradients will be finite. To determine the pitch angle distribution at energy W that will be present after a uniform cross-tail electric field has been acting for time t, we must trace particle orbits back from a given spatial position to determine where they were at t -0. The cross-tail displacements, different for particles of different pitch angles, determine the energy that they have gained during inward convection. The 90 ø particles, in this case not being subject to gradient drift, follow equipotentials at fixed energy. At smaller pitch angles, drift motion across equipotentials accelerates the particles from an initial energy less than W. To complete the calculation, we must know the initial particle distrib,ution. Take, The above description of pitch angle distributions extends Axford's [1969] discussion of the subject. Axford noted the tendency for distributions to peak along the field in the near tail. His argument relies on the fact that the bounce orbits shorten as the particle moves in. It is instructive to note that the underlying argument is identical to that presented here by virtue of the fact that the change of the differential of length along a field line due to an interchange motion in L is related to the radius of curvature of the field line, R, by f(ds) = (ds/R)(fL/h. VL) [e.g., Southwood, 1972] . Therefore field line shortening and curvature drift are intimately related, as is discussed, for example, by Southwood [1972] .
It is important to note, though, that our argument takes Axford's [1969] statement a stage further by remarking on the strong local time (longitude) dependence, electrons showing these effects toward dawn and protons toward dusk. It is also important to note once more that if the initial (or source) distribution has typical energies less than 1 keV, then the particles must cross a significant portion of the cross-tail potential drop to be observed as 'energetic particles.' For example, in a 40-kV cross-tail potential, 20-keV electrons, which have been substantially affected by the field in the manner described, can be found only east of midnight.
Several further comments are appropriate here. First, magnetic shell splitting may cause highly asymmetric distributions peaking in pitch angle along the field line to ocbur on the night side, no electric field being present [Roederer, 1968] . One expects the effects that result from the day-night asymmetry of the magnetic field to be roughly symmetric about midnight for each species, unless nonadiabatic processes destroy the symmetry. Since magnetic shell splitting affects trapped particles, the resulting field-aligned distributions (called 'cigar shaped' by Axford [1969] or 'butterfly' by West et al.
[1973] when a loss cone is present) should occur even at high energies, whereas the convective mechanism of Axford described here can be effective only for particles whose energies do not substantially exceed the energy corresponding to the magnetospheric electric potential. Butterfly distributions of energetic electrons have been observed on the night side. Haskell [1969] , who first reported them, was investigating 40-keV electrons and considered both electric and magnetic mechanisms in interpreting his results. West et al. [1973] and Kivelson et al. [1973] also observe such phenomena. West's energies range to over 500 keV, and he reports anisotropies as extreme as 100: 1. AS he observes the butterfly distributions duskward of midnight and for particles whose energy per unit charge exceeds the most extravagant estimates of cross-tail potential drops, magnetic shell splitting seems to be a credible explanation for his observations at this time.
It should be further remarked that Speiser's [1967] trajectory calculations of particles in a neutral sheet exhibit characteristics similar to those described here. Once more the energy gained is simply proportional to the equipotentials crossed, and accordingly, high-energy electrons arrive on the dawn side, high-energy protons appearing toward dusk.
Finally, we should note that in the dipole field region, where the 90 ø pitch angle particles drift fastest [Hamlin et al., 1961; Lew, 1961 ] , the cross-tail electric field produces pitch angle distributions that peak at 90 ø . Pitch angles approach 90 ø as the particles move earthward under convection. Thus butterfly distributions will gradually become isotropic and eventually will peak at 90 ø .
Once again the effect can be produced only in particles in a range of energies limited by the maximum possible energy gain in the cross-tail potential, and the resulting anisotropic particle distributions will be found in regions asymmetric with respect to midnight. Explicit calculations of the pitch angle dependence of particle acceleration in a cross-tail field in the quasi-dipolar near tail have been given by Walker and Kivelson [1973] .
Experimental evidence for the presence of the predicted pitch ang14 distributions is limited and difficult to interpret because a number of different mechanisms can produce 'loss cone' or 'normal' distributions. However, both West et al. 
• w/w < [(•a/a)e•l
This effect produces some acceleration, which is greatest for particles with pitch angles near 90 ø . The acceleration should be integrated back over the drift orbit, and in the simple picture of the substorm electric field that we have been considering, more energetic electrons would arrive eastward of midnight, although now the simple relation between energy gained and potentials crossed is lost. However, there are limits to the ability ofbetatron heating to account for acceleration. A reasonable estimate of field increases near ATS 1 gives as the upper limit for energy changes, f W/W < (lB/B) • 1/•, and accordingly, 50-keV particles might arise from the acceleration of 37-keV particles. For typical energy spectra falling off as roughly the fourth power of the energy, such acceleration could increase the flux by a factor of 2. However, the cross-tail electric field and the increase in field strength must really be looked at in tandem. In the initial stages of a substorm the changing magnetic field must be regarded as an additional mechanism for acceleration that acts concurrently with the cross-tail electric field. An example of the combined effects of the two types of acceleration is presented in the section below on arrival times of drifting energetic particles at geostationary This result can be interpreted in terms of a picture in which the particle flux is enhanced in an impulsive manner, as, for example, by a collapse of the tail field, a large 0 B/O t acting for a short time in a broad region of the tail centered near midnight and subsequent particle motion taking place in a cross-tail field that does not disappear at bay onset [Mozer, 1971 ] Another effect that could m6dify the flow has received less attention. Increased flow would produce modified electron precipitation patterns [Kennel, 1969] . This precipitation in turn would change the ionospheric conductivity, the changed conductivity acting back to modify the flow. This might produce eddies in the flow, or flow precipitation gradients might lead to some shielding at higher latitudes. This would inevitably be a weaker effect than the ring current shielding.
In conclusion, in a quasi-static flow situation the detailed flow pattern might be' far from the simple pattern described here, but the net potential drop across the magnetosphere would still be that determined by the tail and the nose reconnection rates. In large regions of the magnetosphere our model should represent reasonably accurately the primary features of particle flow, as is indicated by the satisfactory interpretations given in previous sections.
CONCLUSION
We have explored qualitatively the effect on particle flux of a convection electric field in the magnetosphere. We again emphasize the significance of the fact that particles of different energy and pitch angle converging at a spatial position have followed totally different trajectories in reaching that point. Consequently, it is not possible to regard the spectrum of particles observed at some initial spatial position at some initial time as the source of a distribution later observed elsewhere.
This must 6e stressed particularly in applications to analysis of substorm-associated particle injection.
Only a few of the many observations of substorm-associated particle acceleration have been analyzed in this study. The recently published work of Smith and Hoffman [1974] , Williams et al. [1973 Williams et al. [ , 1974 , and Konradi et al. [1973] from the experiments on Explorer 45, which give pitch angle and spectral measurements for both electrons and protons over a wide range of energies for positions inside geostationary orbit, will provide further opportunity to test the importance of the effects that we have noted. However, a more sophisticated treatment is needed to interpret these more comprehensive measurements, which include particles of widely differing energies. For example, the analysis of Explorer 45 results must include a full treatment of the effects of Alfv•n layers, including both energy and pitch angle dependence. A further study in which these effects are included is in progress at present.
The description of substorm effects on particle distributions presented in this paper is both incomplete and oversimplified. Nonetheless, its qualitative predictions, based on well-tested theory, are compatible with observations and may prove useful in interpretation of new experimental results.
